Social Impact through Data

CARPE DATUM

WE ARE HEADED TO NEPAL!
OUR CURENT PROJECTS

Having covered a vast majority of India, we’re very excited to foray into Nepal! Outline India
will be collaborating with Save The Children for a study that seeks to evaluate the impact of
and provide recommendations to the Palanhar Scheme initiated by the Government of
Rajasthan and the CSSP and ICDS programmes in Nepal. Currently, we are developing and
pre-testing the tools in Rajasthan and Nepal.

BLOGS

‘Evaluation 2018’ is the annual conference of the American Evaluation Association held in
Cleveland, Ohio. Outline India had the opportunity to contribute to the vast repository of
shared knowledge on research practices for the second time in a row. Check out our blog to
know more about this exhilarating experience!

IN THE PRESS

http:/w .openthmagzine.com/article/wath-isue2018/inda-couldse-aﬁrmtha-focuse-onscial-etorda

You need researchers
to go into the ﬁeld.
Crunching numbers is
great, but ground
experience is
indispensable

Our founder, Prerna Mukharya was featured in the latest issue of OPEN Magazine that
brings to light the wealth of data that a developing nation like India could beneﬁt from. Read
on to know more about how our work with data is catalyzing social change.

OUR WINS

Track Your
Metrics
WINNER AT
Start Up Oasis
Alchemist Accelerator
Digital Women Awards

We are elated to announce that our product, Track Your Metrics - a web platform and application built to encourage informed, data-driven decision making in the digital age won at the
recent Digital Women Awards by She The People. We’re very grateful to see the potential of
our product being recognised at forums such as these!

CONFERENCES

https:/ twitter.com/Fol owCI
Outline India had the wonderful opportunity to represent the Indian industry in the august
presence of the Prime Ministers of India and Italy at the Leadership Roundtable of the
India-Italy Technology Summit 2018 organised by the Confederation of Indian Industry and
The Department of Science & Technology of the Government of India.

Our founder recently participated in a panel discussion on ‘Human Centered Design for the
Connected Workforce’ at the 18th India Design Summit 2018 organised by the Confederation of Indian Industry where she spoke of the importance of integrating innovative design in
social research.
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